Collar Of Duty (Series 2)
12 x 30’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Greg & the Parrots, Noah & Riley
A US War Vet diagnosed with PTSD, finds solace in rescue parrots, Bella and Chico. Riley, an
English Spaniel diabetic alert dog, detects Noah's life threatening drops in blood sugar levels.

2. Jackson & Belle, Bernard & Edison
Belle, a Black Labrador trained by inmates in the California prison system helps a bright young
boy with autism gain independence and engage in social activities. A photographer and blogger
with PTSD and anxiety is helped by a deaf American Bulldog named.

3. Mahogany & Hope, Jessica & Honey
A Golden Doodle named Hope helps an ex-military mom cope with her PTSD, and other serious
physical ailments so that she can be the mother she wants to be again. A Miniature Service Horse
named Honey helps a woman with Chrohn's disease with balance and mobility.

4. Cynthia & Miu, West & Ricochet
In Berkeley, California, a college student fights depression with the help of a rescue pigeon named
Miu. An inspirational surfing dog named Ricochet, helps a preteen with Autism gain confidence
and develop socially.

5. Marcel & Teigan, Sarah & Luna & Bono
Teigan, a psychiatric service dog, helps a retired paramedic suffering from PTSD become the
family man he used to be. A Great Pyrenees mix named Luna and an Irish Sport horse named
Bono help a young woman cope with her anxiety and bipolar disorder.

6. Daniel & Leo, Julia & Stanley
After losing his vision from a hereditary condition, Daniel rebuilds a new life for himself with the
help of his Guide Dog, Leo. A young woman with physical and mental health issues is looked after
by her service dog, Stanley who is named after her childhood teddy bear.
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7. Bonny & Carson, Julian & Maggie
A yellow Labrador named Carson helps a young woman diagnosed with PTSD and depression
find peace after severe bullying throughout high school. A boy with Asperger's finds
companionship and develops his social skills with the help of a pot-bellied pig named Maggie.

8. Cathy & Cinder & Holly, Reece & Frodo
A deeply grieving widow finds her confidence and independence after working with horses Cinder
and Holly. A Standard Poodle named Frodo responds to a boy’s epileptic seizures, so that he
can feel safe in any situation.

9. Shelby & Big Mac, Ralph & Atlas
A young woman with cerebral palsy gains the confidence to leave home and make it on her own
thanks to a Golden Retriever named Big Mac. A Labrador named Atlas provides assistance to a
man with Parkinson's Disease, allowing him to experience activities he would not be able to
otherwise.

10. Paighton & Portia, Travis & Siggy
After sustaining a life-altering head injury, a young girl is given a second chance at a normal
childhood thanks to her mobility assistance dog, Portia. In Lodi California, A capuchin service
monkey named Siggy inspires newfound purpose in the life of Travis, a C5-C6 quadriplegic.

11. Dryver & Kallie, Stephanie & Flare
A Border Collie/Husky mix named Kallie aids a teenage boy struggling with deep depression and
is the muse for his career aspirations. A Golden Retriever named Flare distracts a teenage girl
from her chronic pain so she can focus on enjoying life.

12. Adam & Gus, Sarah & Picasso
A motor accident left Adam paralyzed and he didn’t realize there was a void in his life until he got
Gus, a Chocolate Lab who unintentionally became his service dog. A young woman with Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome forms fundamental socialization skills through a therapeutic horse-riding
program.
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